Sales Office/Model Home Policies & Procedures
At Lindvest, we want you to know that we are taking preventative measures to ensure that you are safe and protected.
In response to the existing environment, we have created the following Policies and Procedures to help you, our valued clients,
as well as the communities that we live and work in, to stay safe.
By acknowledging you have read and accept the below polices and procedures, you are confirming you are in agreement
and compliance with the following COVID-19 policies and procedures set out by Lindvest and upon receipt of acknowledgment,
will at that time be allowed to enter premises.

PERSON 1:
NAME:

EMAIL:

PHONE:

PERSON 2:
NAME:

EMAIL:

PHONE:

1. Prior to booking your appointment, i have viewed material online and have a serious good faith interest in the Lindvest community.
2. No one attending the sales office/model home, has travelled outside of Canada within the past 21 days.
3. I have not knowingly been close to, nor come in contact with anyone that has a presumptive or confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19 virus in the
last 14 days.
4. I am currently asymptomatic, not showing any signs of illness. Specifically, no persons attending appointments have exhibited any of the
symptoms associated with the COVID-19 virus; Cough, Fever, or Difficulty Breathing in site last 14 days.
5. Appointments shall be limited to only the purchasers and their representatives and shall not include any additional family members, friends
or children unless there are exceptional circumstances and prior arrangements have been made with sales representative.
6. Prior to entering the sales office, i will use hand sanitizer at front entrance and will wear a mask within the sales office while meeting with
sales representative. If i do not have my own mask, one will be provided.
7. D
 uring the appointment, I agree to limit touching as much as possible and only if necessary.
8. I hearby remise, release, and forever discharge Lindvest and the on site sales agent from all actions, causes of actions, suits, duties,
demands, claims, costs and expenses of any kind related to any health risks or averse health related consequences, arising as a result of
entering sales office/model home premises. I further agrees to indemnify, save harmless, release, discharge, acquit and forgive Lindvest and
the on-site sales representative from all actions, causes of actions, suits, duties, demands, claims, cost and expenses of any kind related to
any health risks or averse health related consequences, arising as a result of entering sales office/model home.

I acknowledge I have read, understand and am in compliance with the above
stated policies and procedures
Access to sales office/model home will not be granted for any Realtor or Buyer/Buyer Prospect who has either not
completed this form, or is in non-compliance wit the above policies and procedures.

Acknowledge Name

Once form complete, save and email to: glenabbey@lindvest.com

Acknowledge Name

